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Work package 1:
Mapping the Ecosystem of Current Practices and Trends in Securing the Best
Interest of the Child in Educational School Administration
Partners organized interviews and focus groups
with key administrative staff from state
institutions, educational authorities and
organizations, educators, local authorities, and
policymakers, where the participants were asked
to analyse the extent of the current
implementation of models, practices and needs of
the Best Interest of the Child in Educational School
Administration.
Aims of this research are to understand

and raise awareness in all European countries in
issues related to the Best Interest of the Child.

Main findings from the State of the Art Research in all countries
"Need for
improvement of
laws and educational
system"

"The best interest of
the child is a vital issue in
order to protect the

"Taking into consideration
teachers’ and
children’s opinion"

present and future of our
children"

"Need for better
coordination and
cooperation between
different
agencies"
"Children should
not act as passive
recipients of knowledge
in schools but as active
co-organizers of it"
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Work package 2:
Capacity building of school staff and
stakeholders
Partners completed the training materials which
include effective methodologies, teaching techniques,
tools and activities that can be used to create an
inclusive environment for Securing the Best Interest of
the Child in Educational School Administration.
Partners had a first look on the online platform that will
be available in the form of a structured training course
and will also host the training material. The online
platform will be open to school staff and stakeholders
who wish to improve their professional skills and
competencies related to the social inclusion methods on
the basis of the methodologies developed in the
framework of the project.

The platform will be ready and available
soon...

COMMISSIONER’S POSITION PAPER ON THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF THE
BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD (BIC)
IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
The Commissioner supports the view that, schools must fulfil the requirements
for meaningful and inclusive education, to meet individual needs and to ensure
that all pupils have access to high-quality educational opportunities, alongside
with friends and peers.
Find the full text of the Position Paper here: https://bit.ly/2NAKJIi

Partners' Meetings
Partners continue meeting online to discuss the project's
activities and expected outcomes.
The last meeting took place online on February 16, 2021 and the
agenda included the discussion on the training material and
online platform as well as the next steps of the project.

FIND US
To learn more about the project:
Visit the project's website
https://sebi-project.eu/
Like the project's Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/SEBIerasmus
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